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ABSTRACT  
 

Archaeological excavation has been widely used in the recovery of human remains and 

other evidence in the service of legal cases for many years. However, established 

approaches will in future be subject to closer scrutiny following the announcement by 

the Law Commission in 2011 that expert evidence will in future be subject to a new 

reliability-based admissibility test in criminal proceedings. This research evaluates 

current archaeological excavation methods and recording systems – focusing on those 

used in the United Kingdom, Ireland, Australasia, and North America – in relation to 

their use in providing forensic evidence, and their ability to satisfy the admissibility 

tests introduced by the Law Commission, and other internationally recognised bodies.  
 

In order to achieve this aim, two analyses were undertaken. First, attention was directed 

to understanding the origins, development, underpinning philosophies, and current use 

of archaeological excavation methods and recording systems in the regions selected for 

study. A total of 153 archaeological manuals/guidelines were examined from 

archaeological organisations operating in the United Kingdom, Ireland, Northern 

Ireland, Scotland, the United States, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. This research 

indicated that the Stratigraphic Excavation method and Single Context Recording 

system, the Demirant Excavation method and Standard Context Recording system, the 

Quadrant Excavation method and Standard Context Recording system, and the 

Arbitrary Excavation method and Unit Level Recording system were the approaches 

most often used to excavate and record graves.  
 

Second, the four defined methodological approaches were assessed experimentally, 

using a grave simulation of known properties to test the excavation, recording, and 

interpretation of material evidence, the definition of stratigraphic contexts, and 

understanding of stratigraphic relationships. The grave simulation also provided 

opportunities to measure archaeologists’ narratives of the grave formation process 

against the known properties of the grave simulation, and to assess whether 

archaeological experience had any impact on evidence recovery rates.  

 

Fifty repeat excavations were conducted. The results obtained from this experimental 

study show that the Quadrant Excavation method and Standard Context Recording 

system was the most consistent, efficient, and reliable archaeological approach to use to 

excavate and record clandestine burials and to formulate interpretation-based narratives 

of a grave’s formation sequence. In terms of the impact that archaeological experience 

had on evidence recovery rates, archaeological experience was found to have little 

bearing upon the recovery of evidence from the grave simulation. 

 

It is suggested that forensic archaeologists use the Quadrant Excavation method and 

Standard Context Recording system to excavate and record clandestine burials. If this 

approach is unable to be used, the Demirant Excavation method and Standard Context 

Recording system, or the Stratigraphic Excavation method and Single Context 

Recording system should be used. Both of these aforementioned techniques proved to 

be productive in terms of material evidence recovery and the identification and 

definition of stratigraphic contexts. The Arbitrary Excavation method and Unit Level 

Recording system should not be used, as this method proved to have an extremely poor 

evidence recovery rate and destroyed the deposition sequence present within the 

simulated grave.  


